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ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN PERFORMANCE 
 FALL, 2012  NEWSLETTER   

 

In Memoriam: Miyoko Watanabe 1920-2012 
                                    

           
Miyoko Watanabe             M. Watanabe in Sagi Musume      M. Watanabe in Musume Dōjōji 

 
Kabuki dancer, actor, dance teacher, lecturer, translator and author Miyoko Watanabe, known 

professionally as Fujima Nishiki, passed away peacefully on Sunday, August 12, at her home in Los 

Angeles, not far from where she was born. She was just a month short of her 93
rd

 birthday. 

 

She began studying Japanese classical dance from the age of 7; in her teens, she joined all female kabuki 

troupe Shōjō Kabuki, performeding all over the West Coast and Hawaii, playing every type of role from 

princess to toothless old man. Ms. Watanabe graduated from UCLA with a degree in German language, and 

served her country as a tri-lingual translator during WWII. 

After the war, she was invited to study in Japan, which she did for almost 10 years. She studied acting with 

Ichikawa Danjūrō XI (then Ebizō), receiving the name Ichikawa Bishō, and shamisen with Kineya 

Eizaemon, receiving the name Kineya Einishiki.  

 

The art that was closest to Ms. Watanabe's heart was dance. She trained with Fujima Kanjūrō VI, the 

choreographer for the Kabuki Theatre who later became a National Living Treasure. He gave her the 

performing name Fujima Nishiki, meaning "return home with honor," and indeed she did. When the Grand 

Kabuki first came to New York City in 1960, Ms. Watanabe traveled with them as interpreter and earphone 

translator, a job she perfected at the Kabuki-za, also producing libretti for the performances together with 

renowned author Donald Richie. In the back of the libretti, her bio states, "It was she who was official 

broadcast-translator at the Kabuki-za, and who first employed transistor radios for this purpose."  

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/--Ntg-hNI7Gc/UGID7TnifDI/AAAAAAAAAGs/l5_A_wHuj9E/s1600/Miyoko+Watanabe+crop.png
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Under the auspices of IASTA (Institute for Advanced Studies in the Theatre Arts) headed by Dr. John 

Mitchell, Ms. Watanabe assisted Onoe Baikō VII, Matsumoto Kōshirō VIII and Nakamura Matagorō II in 

teaching kabuki acting techniques and kabuki plays to American actors and actresses in New York. 

 

She lived and taught in New York for almost 50 years, beginning in 1961. One of Ms. Watanabe's most 

notable successes was helping the Village Light Opera create kabuki style for Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado 

under the direction of Jack and Virginia Frymire. The production was picked up by the light opera wing of 

New York City Opera (The City Center Light Opera) and performed at City Center with Ms. Watanabe 

herself dancing between the acts. Mr. Frymire wrote of her, ". . . [it] was one of the great artistic thrills of 

our lives, and our only direct encounter with a true genius." 

 

Her publications include Six Kabuki Plays, co-authored and co-translated with Donald Richie (Tokyo: 

1963) and the Kabuki portion of Staging Japanese Theatre: Noh and Kabuki: Ikkaku Sennin (The Holy 

Hermit Unicorn) and Narukami (The Thundergod), co-authored with Dr. John Mitchell (IASTA, 

distributed by Fordham UP: 1994)  

Her non-profit dance company, IchiFuji-kai Dance Association, celebrated its 50th Anniversary in 2011. 

Ms. Watanabe trained six who reached the Teacher level, including the first two non-Japanese to be granted 

Natori (1977) and later Shihan (1987) in the Soke Fujima style: Fujima Kingō (Maggie Newman) and 

Fujima Kinka (Dodnina Lois-Rubin). She herself was honored in 1987 with the title Tokubetsu Shihan 

(Teacher Extraordinaire), one of only sixteen in the world at that time, by the Soke Fujima ryū. In 2001, the 

Japanese government awarded her the Foreign Minister’s Award (Gaimudaijin-sho) for her great 

contributions to cross-cultural understanding. 

--- Helen Moss, aka Fujima Nishiki-no 

 

From Leonard C. Pronko, Pomona College: 

On reading the news of the passing of Miyoko Watanabe, I wanted to cry out "What a loss!"  Not only for 

the world of Japanese dance, but also for our understanding of kabuki and for Japanese performing 

arts.  Perhaps most people don't know that this great teacher had not only a name in the Fujima school, but 

also took a name in kabuki acting from the Ichikawa Danjūrō family with whom she studied kabuki and 

shamisen in Japan.  She was an artist of several disciplines, and her work is now being carried on, I am 

happy to say, by her disciples. 

 

I first met Watanabe-sensei when I wrote her for permission to visit her in order to study the kata of 

Narukamki.  She generously allowed me to visit in her apartment and we spent several hours repeating the 

major movement patterns for this wonderful play which was, of course, a specialty of the Danjūrō line.  She 

was kind and patient with my clumsy attempts, but we persevered until I had learned them.  When I 

produced the play at Pomona College, I used her translation.  I have used her translation in four or five 

productions over the years and it became one of MY "Jūhachiban," you might say.  I owe a deep debt to 

Miyoko Watanabe for that, and of course for all her splendid work in teaching, translating and spreading 

understanding of the world of kabuki and all its associated worlds. 

 

From James Brandon, University of Hawai’i: 

It must have been in the period 1958-1960 that I kept running into Miyoko Watanabe at the Kabuki-za.  We 

would chat briefly and then hurry off to our separate appointments.  I regret now that I didn't avail myself 

of the opportunity to become better acquainted in that wonderful surrounding (alas, the Kabuki-za is now 

gone). I also recall fondly seeing her in New York in 1960 during the first US tour of Grand Kabuki. She, 

Donald Richie, and I had contributed play translations that covered the full program.  She also was doing 

simultaneous translation during performance. In this she was a brave pioneer.  Her contributions over more 

than 50 years have been remarkable. We will miss her. 

 (To add your stories and memories, or to read more, see MiyokoWatanabe.blogspot.com) 
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ETTER FROM THE 

PRESIDENT

 
 

Dear AAP Members, 

It was so great to see so many of you in 

D.C. this past August! We had another packed 

AAP conference in one and half days, a 

memorable schmooze-fest, and very strong 

presence at the ATHE. I would like to thank our 

VP for AAP conference Alex Huang and VP for 

ATHE coordination John Swain. Alex (and his 

wife Liana Chen) programmed the highly 

successful Chicago and D.C. AAP conferences, 

memorable for their large number of participants, 

well-run panels, poster sessions (coordinated by 

Jennifer Goodlander), quality programs, and 

great food at the schmooze-fest. I also want to 

thank John Swain for his two terms of service as 

VP for ATHE conference. John has done an 

exemplary job promoting AAP’s presence at 

ATHE, this year, for example, with seven panels. 

I feel truly lucky to have worked with Alex and 

John, who have retired after the D.C. conference. 

David Jortner and Khai Thu Nguyen are our new 

VPs for AAP and ATHE. They are already busy 

with calls for papers. I hope everyone will give 

them as much support as you can.  

Our AAP was jammed full of dynamic 

panels, roundtables, and workshops starting from 

8 a.m.! There are a few highlights from AAP and 

ATHE that I’d like to report, starting from 

Richard Nichols’ extraordinarily fascinating ATJ 

Lecture. He discussed his play-going experience 

of contemporary theatre in Seoul and performed 

several monologues with great charisma. I am 

truly grateful to Richard for delivering a tour de 

force lecture despite his spinal surgeries. Having 

retired to Florida to focus on his treatment, 

Richard graciously accepted our invitation and 

delivered a highly informative and enjoyable 

lecture and performance that brought us much 

closer to contemporary theatre scene in Korea.  

Our next year’s ATJ Lecturer will be 

Catherine Diamond, one of the most active 

scholars in contemporary Southeast Asian 

theatre. She just published Communities of 

Imagination: Contemporary Southeast Asian 

Theatres. Her talk is tentatively entitled “Return 

to the Future: A Biocentric Theatre Aesthetic and 

the Kinnari Ecological Theatre Project.”  

At this year’s AAP, we held our second 

“Founders of the Field” panel that celebrated the 

careers of Farley Richmond, Phillip Zarrilli, 

Richard Schechner, I Made Bandem, and Daniel 

Yang. With additional entries on Benito Ortolani 

and David Goodman, the series will be in the 

fall, 2013 issue of Asian Theatre Journal. It was 

great to see Farley Richmond in the audience 

during the panel, together with Jim Brandon, 

who was featured in the first series. It was 

equally amazing to hear Jim discussing yet 

another archival finding, this time of 

“democratic” kabuki plays. In a way, Jim’s 

scholarly longevity and the impact of his 

generation is obvious in the gathering of so many 

active Japanese theatre scholars this year, who 

contributed to a lively AAP panel on shingeki 

and an ATHE memorial roundtable on David 

Goodman and Karen Brazell. Another exciting 

piece of news from them is current group effort 

for a new The History of Japanese Theatre 

edited by Jonah Salz. I cannot wait to read it! 

Another highlight at AAP and ATHE 

was the exhibition on the modern Chinese 

playwright Cao Yu and the talk by Ruru Li, Cao 

Yu’s stepdaughter and Chinese theatre expert 

who designed the exhibition. It was displayed in 

both AAP and ATHE exhibition hall. It is now at 

University of Southern California and will be in 

other universities in North America. I would like 

to thanks Liana Chen, Dongshin Chang, Alex’s 

colleagues and students, and AAP board 

members for helping Alex and me setting them 

up and putting them away every day and 

shipping them out to USC.  

Finally, I want to remind everyone to 

please remember to vote for AAP officers and 

return your ballot to Kevin by the January 15. 

This year, we’ll elect AAP President, 

Membership Outreach Coordinator, and 

Graduate Student Representative. The ballot and 

candidate bios are included.  

 

Sincerely,  

Siyuan “Steven” Liu 
Siyuan “Steven” Liu 

President, Association for Asian Performance 
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OTE FROM THE EDITOR 
Please send news and announcements 

(including up-coming events that will 

take place between November 2012- 

May, 2013) for the Spring, 2013 Newsletter prior 

to April. 1, 2013 to me at csorgenfrei2@aol.com 

To become a member of AAP, fill out and mail 

the form that is included with the newsletter, or 

email: AAP Secretary/Treasurer Kevin 

Wetmore  kwetmore@lmu.edu    

All the best, 

Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei 
Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei, Newsletter Editor 

 

 

 RECAP: TWELFTH ANNUAL AAP 

CONFERENCE --  Aug. 1-2, 2012 
 

--Summary by AAP Conference Planner/VP Alex Huang 

The AAP conference is a two-day event preceding and during the annual ATHE (Association for Theatre in 

Higher Education) conference. This year marked AAP’s 25
th

 anniversary, and our twelfth independent 

conference. The two-day conference in Washington, D.C., organized 

by Alex Huang, welcomed nearly 100 participants and audience 

members. This year’s conference featured 10 parallel panels, 2 

workshops, 2 roundtables, an expanded poster session with 15 poster 

papers, and the ATJ Distinguished Scholar Lecture. All the 

parallel sessions were well attended, which is an indication of the 

healthy growth of the AAP and the maturity of our field.  

 

Organized by Jennifer Goodlander, the poster session had a new 

feature this year. Each poster paper was paired with an expert 

respondent who spent time with the paper author at the booth and 

offered in-depth comments on the paper.  The poster session featured 15 well-attended multimedia-

enhanced presentations (presenters ranged from graduate students to professors). 

 

The Conference also featured a small book exhibit with deeply discounted books on Asian performance 

cultures and a full-color conference program with ads from major journals and publishers in the field.  

AAP’s YouTube channel has videos of the conference presentations that can be viewed by those who 

missed the conference. http://www.youtube.com/user/AssoAsianPerformance   

Some video highlights of the AAP in DC are now on AAP's YouTube channel! More will be posted soon.  

 Jennifer Goodlander on the AAP Poster Session   http://youtu.be/PMrngKs-d1k 

 Chinese Animal Dance   http://youtu.be/J70iwCe9QWs 

 Cross-Dressing in Chinese Theatre by Robert Weed  http://youtu.be/EbQvxc-er58 

 Chinese Propaganda by Marlee Beaucom   http://youtu.be/tzR_0XbyQB8 

 Sudanese Wayang Golek in Contemporary Indonesia http://youtu.be/SsFTTVBaxSs 

 AAP 2012: Poster Session Overview http://youtu.be/DYNsEMDV4wE 

 

N 

mailto:csorgenfrei2@aol.com
mailto:kwetmore@lmu.edu
http://www.youtube.com/user/AssoAsianPerformance
http://youtu.be/PMrngKs-d1k
http://youtu.be/J70iwCe9QWs
http://youtu.be/EbQvxc-er58
http://youtu.be/tzR_0XbyQB8
http://youtu.be/SsFTTVBaxSs
http://youtu.be/DYNsEMDV4wE
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PECIAL EVENTS
Exhibition on “Cao Yu and His 

Legacy” 

Cao Yu (1910-1996)–the foremost 

pioneer in modern drama in China–is a key 

figure in the literary and cultural development in 

Republican China. Curated by Ruru Li and 

presented by Lily Wong, Alex Huang, and 

George Washington University, “Cao Yu and 

His Legacy” explores his significance today 

through historical and dramaturgical analyses of 

four productions performed in Chinese and 

English both in China and in the West.  The 

special exhibition on the father of modern 

Chinese drama Cao Yu was set up in the hall 

way outside the two meeting rooms where the 

AAP was held August 1-2. The exhibition was 

then moved to the foyer of the ATHE’s 

registration desk (the first stop for most 

conference delegates) and attracted more diverse 

audiences from outside the field Asian 

performance studies.  

 

Exhibition on “Coiled Black Tresses: 

Traditional Japanese Hairstyles”  

Helen Moss, who held a workshop at the AAP 

last year, curated this special exhibition of 

exquisite costumes and photos of traditional 

Japanese theatre. 

  

 

SIAN THEATRE JOURNAL 

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR 

LECTURE  
Each year, AAP is honored to invite a senior 

scholar to deliver the Annual ATJ Lecture. 

Chair: Siyuan Liu (AAP President, University 

    of British Columbia) 

Speaker: Richard Nichols (Professor 

  Emeritus, Penn State University) 

A Shrimp Between Two Whales  
Richard’s talk dealt with contemporary Korean 

theatre’s emergence into international 

recognition, and he shared insights distilled from 

his personal career paths that led to Seoul and the 

anthology, Modern Korean Drama. Richard 

Nichols is past President of Association for 

Asian Performance. He holds a Ph.D. from 

University of Washington. A two-time recipient 

of Japan Foundation fellowships, Nichols also 

taught as a Fulbright Fellow in Seoul and 

directed plays at Beijing’s Central Academy of 

Drama, Sungkyunkwan University, National 

University of the Arts, and Korea University. He 

has contributed to the field of theatre studies 

through his extensive service as national chair of 

ATA’s Theatre Movement Program, American 

College Theater Festival. He has contributed to 

the field of theatre studies through his extensive 

service as national chair of ATA’s Theatre 

Movement Program, American College Theater 

Festival. 

 

LENARY LECTURES 
Also featured at this year’s conference 

were two plenary lectures. 

 

Ruru Li (University of Leeds) 

The curator of the Cao Yu exhibition, spoke 

about Cao Yu and his legacy. 

Jim Brandon (Professor Emeritus, University of 

Hawai’i at Manoa) 

Professor Brandon spoke on his latest work on 

Kabuki theatre in mid twentieth-century Japan. 

Jim examined the "pro-democracy" plays staged 

by Kabuki actors immediately after the war. 

 

 

 

ANELS WITH PAPERS, 

ROUNDATABLES and 

WORKSHOPS 

Staging Modern China and Taiwan  

This panel explores huaju and xiqu theatres in 

modern China and Taiwan and how heroism and 

political reforms were staged.  

Chair: Xiaofei Kang (George Washington 

University) 

Megan Ammirati (UC Davis) 

Sai Jinhua on the Stage: Acknowledging the 

Contributions of Female Performers of 

Male-Authored Texts 

 Shiao-ling Yu (Oregon State) 

Putting New Wine in Old Bottles: Lao She’s 

Adaptation of Folk Drama 

Yan Xu (Ohio State) 

Fish-Water Intimacy: The Construction of 

Soldier Heroes in Mass Culture in Yan’an, 

1937-1945 

Bingbing Wei (National University of Singapore 

and Harvard-Yenching) 

Staging both Science and Legend: Serial 

Plays of Peking Opera in Republican 

Shanghai, 1910s-1930s 

 

 

 

S 

A 

P 

P 
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European-Asian Exchange   

The papers on this panel were united by their 

common goal to understand the mobility of 

performance cultures. They examined the clashes 

and confluence of Asian and European cultural 

icons on stage and in dramatic translation. 

Chair: Jonathan Chaves (George Washington 

       University) 

Patricia Sieber (Ohio State) 

Commentary as Cultural Translation: Mao    

Shengshan’s Seventh Book of 

Genius (1666), A. Bazin’s Pi-Pa-Ki, ou 

L’histoire du luth (1841), and Chinese 

Theatre in European Sinology 

Bettina Entell (University of Hawaii) 

Existentialism in Beijing: Sartre’s Mort 

Sans Sépulture (Death without Burial) at 

the National Theatre Company of China 

Jon Brokering (Hosei University) 

Interrogating Performance: Tadashi    

Suzuki’s Reinterpretation of Verdi’s La 

Traviata 

Youngji Jeon (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-

Champaign) 

Anya and Trofimov in Colonial Korea: 

Contributors in Constructing Modernity in 

the Korean Premiere of The Cherry 

Orchard in 1930 

 

Border-Crossing Drama  
This panel generated lively discussions about 

artistic and ethical issues of representing other 

cultures. Two of the papers examine Asian-

American drama, while the other two shed new 

light on Korean and Hong Kong adaptations of 

Shakespeare.  

Chair: Patricia Chu (George Washington 

University) 

Angela Pao (Indiana University)   

Second Generations: From Diasporic 

Hauntings to Multiracial Imagining 

Lily Wong (American University) 

Over My Dead Body: Affective Economies 

of Anna May Wong and Ruan Ling-yu 

 Kyounghye Kwon (North Georgia College and 

State University) 

More than the Same: Aesthetics of 

Indigenous Excess and Access in Oh Tae-

Suk’s Adaptations of Romeo and 

Juliet and The Tempest 

Shelby K.Y. Chan (Hang Seng Management 

College) 

Avenger without a Cause: Hamlet in Hong 

Kong 

 

Every Journey Begins with Curiosity: 

Three Almost Unknown Asian 

Performing Arts  
Speakers in this session introduced three little-

known performing genres:  Japanese opera; 

Meshrep, a form of theatre practiced in Chinese 

Central Asia by the Uyghur minority; and 

kenshibu, Japanese sword dance. 

Chair: Deborah Klens-Bigman (Iaikai at 

Resobox) 

Helen Moss (IchiFuji-kai Dance Association) 

        Japanese opera 

Deborah Klens-Bigman (Iaikai at Resobox) 

        Kenshibu sword dance 

Ronald Gilliam (University of Hawaii at 

Manoa)  

        Uyghur theatre 

Discussant: John D. Swain (Independent 

Scholar)  

 

 

Singing, Materiality and Dynastic 

Memory: Rethinking Kunqu and Its 

Performance Culture 
This session offered new insights into the 

aesthetic and cultural traditions of kunqu – from 

the role of the courtesan in late Ming China, to 

the role of urban aficionados in pre-1937 China, 

to the use of stage props, to English, Chinese and 

Japanese representations of history. 

Kunqu is a Chinese operatic genre 

proclaimed by UNESCO as a Masterpiece of the 

Oral and Intangible Heritage in 2001.  

Chair: Liana Chen (George Washington 

University) 

Xu Peng (University of Chicago) 

When the Lover Was the Singer: The 

Convention of Courtesan Singing in Late 

Ming China 

Minlei Ye (Princeton University) 

Opera Amateurs and the “Renaissance” of 

Kunqu Culture, 1900-1937 

Kaijun Chen (Columbia University) 

The Enlivenment of Stage Props in Peach 

Blossom Fan 

Dongshin Chang (Hunter College-CUNY) 

Theatrical Appeals: Three Dramatizations of 

the Fall of the Ming Dynasty 
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Between Resistance/Reform and the 

Status Quo: The Establishment and 

Subversion of Shingeki “Kata” in the 

20
th

 Century    
Organized by John Swain, this session opened a 

discussion on the nature and definition of 

shingeki (Japanese modern drama) over the last 

100 years. Questions participants addressed 

included: How is shingeki different from modern 

Western theatre? What defines shingeki―style, 

content, techniques? If Japanese art forms rely 

on “kata” (techniques/forms), then are there 

shingeki “kata,” and what are they? Are the 

attempts to subvert shingeki truly a break from 

shingeki or merely a reformulation? What is the 

“localizing” work of shingeki?  

Chair: John D. Swain (Independent Scholar) 

J. Cody Poulton (University of Victoria)  

     David Goodman and the Post-shingeki 

Yoshiko Fukushima (University of Hawai’i, 

Hilo)  

     “Absence” / “Failure” (fuzai/hizai) 

     and shingeki acting kata   

David Jortner (Baylor University) 

     The Fracturing of Modernism in the West and 

     of Similar Discourse in Japanese Theatre 

     Histories 

John K. Gillespie (Gillespie Global Group) 

     Shingeki Alternatives 

Jon Brokering (Hosei University) 

     Shingeki kata in Japanese Commercial 

     Theatre 

John D. Swain (Independent Scholar) 

      Shingeki Orthodoxy, “Post-Shingeki,” and 

      the Okinawan Learning Curve  

 

Choreographing Dreams  
This panel focused on the different private and 

public roles dance has played in Korea, Japan, 

Bengal and China.  

Chair: Young-Key Kim-Renaud (George 

Washington University) 

Jiayun Zhuang (UNC, Chapel Hill) 

Somatic Historiography: The Hunger Project 

by the Caochangdi Workstation 

Munjulika Rahman (Northwestern University) 

 Folk, Famine, and Fishermen: Emergence 

of Bangladeshi "Folk" Dance 

Mariko Okada (WasedaUniversity) 

The Tradition of Geisha Dance during the 

Last Hundred Years  

Elizabeth W. Son (Northwestern University) 

        Public Dreaming: Korean Women’s Protest 

        Performances 

 

 

Asian Theatre Journal Emerging 

Scholar Panel 
The winners of the annual competition were 

invited to present their research. This year’s 

Emerging Scholars panel consisted of three 

original papers that were dynamically presented, 

which is one reason why the presentations were 

followed by lively discussions. The three papers 

showcased the best of a new generation of 

scholarship in Asian performance studies. 

Chair: ATJ Editor Kathy Foley (UC Santa 

Cruz)  
Jae Kyoung Kim (Univeristy of Georgia)  

       The paper focused on director Tadashi 

       Suzuki’s productions in Korean between 

       2008 and 2010, arguing for the importance  

       of a pan-East Asian approach to Suzuki’s  

       fusion theatre. 

Fan-ting Cheng (UCLA)  

       The paper examined the politics of 

       Dreamers, a musical that was  

       commissioned by the government to 

       celebrate Taiwan’s national  birthday in 

       2011. 

Guanda Wu (Univ. of Minnesota, Twin Cities)  

     The paper considered a different era of 

     Chinese-speaking theatre, namely the debates  

     about nandan (male actors specializing in  

     impersonating female roles) in early  

     Republican China from 1912 to 1937. 

 

Chinese Dance: Establishing a Field 

The roundtable surveyed the study of 

Chinese dance and assessed the future of the 

field. Each speaker briefly introduced a key 

questions or a specific challenge that they 

are currently facing before opening up for 

general discussion.  

Chair: Emily Wilcox (College of William and 

Mary) 

Speakers: 
Wang Jie (Beijing Normal University) 

Shih-Ming Chang (Wittenberg University) 

Ting-Ting Chang (National Taiwan 

University of Arts) 

Alison Friedman (Ping Pong Productions) 

Lanlan Kuang (University of Central 

Florida) 

Sansan Kwan (UC Berkeley) 
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Gender and Empowerment  
This interdisciplinary panel explored the 

transformation of gender roles in performances. 

Chair: Lily Wong (American University) 

Liang Luo (University of Kentucky) 

       Performing The White Snake in Cold War 

       East Asia 

Xiaofei Kang (George Washington University) 

       White-Haired Girl on Stage: Religion, 

       Gender, and Class Struggle in Communist 

       Propaganda Performance 

Laura Dawkins (Murray State University) 

     “Make Their Hair Stand on End”: 

      Performance as Empowerment in Usha 

      Ganguli’s Theatrical Adaptation of 

      Mahasweta Devi’s Rudali 

Holly A. Blumner (St. Mary’s College of 

Maryland) 

      Tales of the Peony Lantern 

 

The Book Stops Here: Editing Asia 

for Western Readers (Roundtable) 
Experienced book, journal, and archive editors 

shared their stories on this roundtable. Among 

the topics and questions discussed were:  

1. How are “Asia” and “theatre” defined and 

presented? 

2. How are genres which span a millennium of 

development given proper historical 

contextualization? 

3. What are the pros and cons of presenting 

Asian theatre traditions in a comparative 

framework that references mainstream 

Anglo-European theaters? 

4. How are relevant primary materials curated 

and introduced through translations, 

glossaries, illustrations, photographs, and 

videos?     

5. How are open-access digital archives, 

electronic publications, the Internet, and 

YouTube, changing the future potential of 

Asian theatre printed publications? 

6. What are the readers' expectations? How do 

we best meet those expectations?  

Chair: Jonah Salz (Ryukoku University, 
        Kyoto; Editor, A History of Japanese Theatre, 
        forthcoming, Cambridge) 

Speakers: 
Kathy Foley (UC Santa Cruz; Editor, Asian 
       Theatre Journal) 
Alexander Huang (George Washington 
       University) 

Discussant: 

Siyuan Liu (University of British Columbia) 

 

 

Founders of the Field  
Organized by Siyuan Liu, this session 

continued the unfinished work from the 

previous year of assessing the developments of 

Asian performance studies as a field. Each 

speaker introduced and evaluated the 

achievements and influence of a first-

generation Asian theatre scholar.  

   Chair: Siyuan Liu (University of British 

Columbia) 

   Arnab Banerji (University of Georgia) 

The Work of Farley Richmond (India) 

   Cobina Gillitt (New York University) 

   Jennifer Goodlander (Indiana University) 

The Work of Richard Schechner 

(Performance Studies and Editor, TDR) 

   Boris Daussà Pastor (Institut del Teatre, 

   Barcelona) 

The Work of Phillip Zarrilli (India) 

   Jennifer Goodlander (Indiana University) 

The Work of I Made Bandem  

(Bali, Indonesia) 

   Siyuan Liu (UBC Vancouver) 

       The Work of Daniel Yang (China) 

 

Suzuki’s Walks: Practicing 

Endurance (Workshop) 
In this hands-on session, participants learned 

“the Walks,” one of the constituent forms of the 

Suzuki Method of Actor Training. Since the 

introduction of the Suzuki Method to America in 

the 1980s, it has become an increasingly popular 

technique in university training programs.  

Chair: Matt Saltzberg (University of Missouri-

Columbia) 

Leaders: 
Jeni Miller (University of Kentucky) 

Matt Saltzberg (University of Missouri-

Columbia) 

 

OSTER SESSION 
This was the second year that AAP had a 

poster session—and by all accounts, the 

event was once again a huge 

success.  About 60 audience members attended, 

and coffee, tea and snacks were provided. This 

format combined presenters that were both new 

to the field, such as the undergraduate students 

from the College of William and Mary 

presenting diverse research on Chinese theatre 

that looked at gender, dance, and propaganda, 

with senior scholars such as Jonah Salz 

presenting on noh and motion-capture  

P 
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technology.  As participants walked through the 

room they got to interact with the presenters, 

watch videos, and examine the beautiful and 

informative posters.  At one moment respondent 

Kathy Foley provided an amazing demonstration 

of skill in wayang golek performance in response 

to Anton Sutandio’s presentation on Indonesian 

puppetry and Sundanese identity in 

contemporary Indonesia.  Other presentations 

included Po Bo’s examination of idioms and 

semantics in Chinese drama, looks at 

performance in Taiwan by Wei-Chan Wu and 

Jen-Hao Walter Hsu, a taxonomy of kathakali by 

Boris Daussà-Pastor, set design as theatre by 

Suraiya Farzana, Hindustani national theatre by 

Shayoni Mitra, and Ji Ding’s look at the 

commercial potential of Sichuan opera.  Many 

thanks to our respondents who provided the kind 

of thoughtful engagement that AAP is known for: 

Holly Blummer, Siyuan Liu, Megan Ammirati, 

John Weinstein, Shiao-ling Yu, Liang Luo, 

Dongshin Chang, and Kathy Foley.  We look 

forward to seeing more great posters next year! 

---Jennifer Goodlander,  

AAP Outreach/Membership 

Coordinator & Poster Session Chair 
 

The Posters and their Respondents: 
Respondent: Kathy Foley 
Boris Daussà-Pastor (Institut del Teatre, 

Barcelona, and the CUNY Graduate Center) 

“Towards a Taxonomy of Performance 

Spaces in Kathakali Today” 

Anton Sutandio (Ohio University) 

“Reappropriation and Negotiation of 

Sundanese Wayang Golek Performance 

in Contemporary Indonesia” 

  

Respondent: Liang Luo  

Pu Bo (East China Normal University) 

The Coincidence and Deviation of the 

Chinese Idioms and the Semiotics and 

Situation of Drama 

  

Respondent: Holly Blummer 
Tara Rodman (Northwestern University) 

Towards a Global Modernism: 

Performance in Japan, Europe and the 

U.S., 1886-1937 

Jonah Salz (Ryukoku University, Kyoto) 

Tech-Noh-logies Tested: Multi-Media 

Mismatch Between Noh And Motion-

Capture Animations? 

 

 

 

 

Respondents: Megan Ammirati,  

John Weinstein, and Shiao-ling Yu 

Marlee Beaucom (College of William and 

Mary) 

   A Society's Response to Beautiful 

Propaganda 

Molly Davis (College of William and Mary) 

Fulfilling a Need in Society: Chinese 

Animal Dance 

Angelina Schiano (College of William and 

Mary) 

Rifles on Point: An Analysis of Why 

Ballet and Gudianwu Dance Were 

Combined in Cultural Revolution China 

Robert Weed (College of William and Mary) 

Gendering the Stage: Cross-Dressing in 

Chinese Theater 

Linda Baysore (College of William and Mary) 

An Undying Thunder: The Prevalence 

and Importance of Drums in Chinese 

Dance 

 

Respondent: Dongshin Chang 

Wei-Chi Wu (National Taiwan Univ. of Arts) 

Examination of Contemporary 

Indigenous Performing Arts in Taiwan: 

Annual Rite of Puyuma Nan-Wang 

Tribe in 2011 

Jen-Hao Walter Hsu (Cornell University) 

Home as Dystopia and Utopia: Towards 

New Temporalities and Ethics in Post 

Martial Law Queer Theatre in Taiwan 

 

Respondent: Siyuan Liu 
Shayoni Mitra (Barnard College, Columbia 

University) 

The (Im)Possibilities of a Hindustani 

National Theatre 

Suraiya Farzana (University of Alberta) 

Set Design in Theatre: Designing the 

Void or Designing the Solid? 

Ji Ding (Minnesota State) 

The Huge Commercial Potential of 

Sichuan Opera: Excavate the 

Commercial Value of the Regional 

Traditional Chinese Theatrical Forms 

 

 -----Alex Huang, 

VP for AAP Conference Planning 
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SCHOOMZE & FOOD
 
  

n celebration of our 25
th

 year, our annual 

Schmoozefest dinner was held at Asia Nine, 

one of Washington, DC’s premier Asian 

restaurants. This year’s banquet was attended by 

more than 60 people, and a good time was had 

by all. The restaurant is located within walking 

distance from the conference venue. A special 4-

course menu was offered for AAP, with several 

choices for each category. 

 

 

 

 

 AAP at ATHE, AUGUST 2-5, 2012 

Washington, DC  
 

AAP panels take place not only at our own pre-conference (see above) but at the Annual Conference of the 

Association for Theatre in Higher Education, where we work to “spread the word” about Asian Theatre to 

our colleagues throughout academic theatre. 

 

UMMARY: AAP at ATHE, 2012 

---- by John D. Swain, VP/ATHE 

Conference Planner  
Most of the panels sponsored by AAP at the 2012 

annual conference of the Association for Theatre 

in Higher Education in Washington, D.C. at the 

Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill were well received, 

and as could be expected, the majority of the 

audience members for the panels were AAP 

members. An exception was the Asian Theatre 

Journal Lecture by Richard Nichols, "A Shrimp 

Between Two Whales," which was delivered to 

an enthralled audience that spilled out into the 

hallway.  Professor Nichols gave insight to the 

contemporary theatre scene in Seoul, South 

Korea, and regaled us with performances of 

excerpts from some Korean plays.  

In addition to the lecture and the AAP 

membership meeting, AAP sponsored six 

individual focus group panels or roundtables and 

co-sponsored two multi-disciplinary panels. The 

total of eight panels was an increase of two over 

last year, reflecting the greater number of 

proposals submitted for consideration. Some 

proposed panels that were not accepted for 

ATHE were included in the AAP pre-conference. 

While most of the AAP single focus group panels 

were good, the multi-disciplinary panels did not 

live up to expectations. One possible cause is 

that AAP agreed to sponsor the panels as part of 

the cooperative nature of the ATHE organizing 

scheme, however, there were no AAP members 

actually on the panels. AAP itself needs to either 

be more proactive in creating ideas for Multi-

Disciplinary panels, or insist on some level of 

active participation or input for those panels. 

I 

S 
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Once again, the membership meeting 

was productive but there were many members 

who were not present because they were only 

attending the AAP pre-conference. The AAP 

Board should again consider ways that we could 

bridge the pre-conference/conference divide. 

One possibility is to take advantage of the fact 

that ATHE will give us TWO membership 

meeting times that do not count in our panel 

totals. We could ask to have a membership 

meeting just before or just after the ATJ lecture. 

 

 

 

AP SPONSORED 

SESSIONS AT ATHE 2012

 

Engaging Japanese Modernities 
How did (and do) politics resurface in the arts 

and lives of Japan's newly minted modern 

"citizens" from the Meiji Restoration through the 

post-world-war Occupation? 
Coordinator: Michelle Liu Carriger (Brown 

University) 

Redressing the Nation: Gender, Nation, and 

Modernity in the Meiji Makeover. 

Carriger's paper examined changing 

("Westernizing") modes of dress and 

the accompanying shifts in Japanese 

embodiment to articulate how 

"modernity" was conceived and 

perpetuated by the Meiji government. 

Tara Rodman (Northwestern University) 

Kawakami Otojirō, Performing the Political 

Rodman focused on actor/director 

Kawakami Otojirō, whose shift from 

performing the most famous rendition 

of the anti-government "Oppekepe 

Song" to his wildly popular production 

about the nation's victorious war with  

China, exemplifies the latitude 

performers found to respond to political 

situations within government 

constraints.  

Chair: David Jortner  (Baylor University) 

Western-izing Japan: The Strange Case of 

Nikutai no Mon   

At once a decadent story of sex and 

prostitution, the play (and subsequent 

film) Nikutai no Mon (Gate of Flesh) 

also endorses a strong feminist ethos 

that challenged Japanese hegemonic 

gender definitions and supported the 

Occupations goal of creating political 

equality for women.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Directing, Kung Fu, and Emerging 

Museum Theatre   
This panel looks at the transitions within the 

nature of performances of Kung Fu, xiqu, and 

Taiwanese Museums.  
Sissi Liu (CUNY Graduate Center) 

Performing Nationalistic Pride or Civic 

Engagement? Shaolin Kung Fu as Performing 

Art in the Twenty-First Century  

A self-defense form devoted to 

spirituality, Shaolin Kung Fu, is now 

often seen as a popular performance 

genre. What are the purposes and 

significance of the Shaolin Kung Fu 

performances both in and outside 

China? How has Kung Fu reinforced 

nationalistic pride in China? 

Siyuan Liu (University of British Columbia) 

The Mandated Introduction of the Director in 

Traditional Chinese Theatre after 1949. 

Xiqu is a traditional Chinese genre. 

After 1949 the state mandated the use of 

directors, complicating power 

relationships between the newly labeled 

directors and up-and-coming actors. 

Additional complications arose from 

applying the Stanislavki system to xiqu 

performance and characterization, 

potentially altering the art form. 

John Weinstein (Bard High School Early 

College – Newark) 

Making Museums Come Alive: Taiwan's 

Emerging Museum Theater 

In contrast to the other genres 

discussed, across the Taiwanese Strait, 

museums are coming alive. What 

complications arise for performance in 

Taiwan’s emerging museum theatre? 

 

 

 

A 
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Incorporating Asian Performance into 

the General Theater Course 
Experienced teachers of Asian performance offer 

tips, resources, and tried-and-tested plans for 

bringing Asian forms into the general theater 

course. This offering has long been popular at 

ATHE, and is consistently one of our best 

attended sessions by attendees who are not AAP 

members. Faculty with experience in different 

areas of Asian performance share their expertise, 

advice, and even ready-made teaching units for 

those unfamiliar with Asian performance but 

eager to include it in their general and survey 

courses. In this panel we seek to educate through 

collaboration--by working together, we can teach 

ever-increasing areas. 

Chair: John Weinstein  (Bard High School 

Early College – Newark) 

Including China: Traditional and 

Modern 

Kathy Foley (University of California, Santa 

Cruz) 

Teaching Islamic Theatre: Southeast 

Asian Models 

David Mason (Rhodes College) 

Introduction to Indian Theatre: The 

Online Textbook 

Boris Daussa-Pastor (Institut del Teatre, 

Barcelona  and The Graduate Center, CUNY) 

              Asian Theatre Pedagogy Outside Asia 

and the USA 

David Jortner ( Baylor University)  

Modern Japanese Theater: Shingeki and 

Shōgekijō 

Ronald Gilliam (University of Hawai’i at 

Manoa) 

12 Uyghur Muqam, Uyghur Meshrep 

from Chinese Central Asia/Xinjiang 

 

Cholche, Cholbe: A Study of The 

Interaction Between Politics and 

Performance In Asia 
Performance politics and political use of 

performance have both had interesting histories 

in Asia. Election campaigns, the G20 summit, 

street theatre performance, cultural tourism and 

social activism were analyzed to evaluate and 

understand the role of popular cultural 

performance in India, Korea, Singapore, 

Vietnam and the Philippines. 

Arnab Banerji (Session Coordinator). 

University of Georgia 

“Hum aapke sath hain” (We are with 

you): Bollywood, Popular Theatre and 

Anna Hazare's Hunger Strike. 

Jae Kyoung Kim (University of Georgia) 

Korean Government's Involvement in 

the Major Theatre Festivals in Seoul 

Melissa Wansin Wong (Graduate Center, 

CUNY)  

Going Beyond the Universal Versus the 

Particular, Human Rights as Civic 

Engagement at the Singapore General 

Elections 2011 

William Peterson (Monash University) 

Rocking the Vote in the Philippines: 

The Election of President Benigno 

Aquino III 

Craig Latrell (Hamilton College)  

Displaying Ethnic Vietnam: Cultural 

Villages Near Hanoi 

Katherine Lieder (University of Wisconsin, 

Madison) 

Interrogating the Role of Popular 

Culture in a Counterculture 

Performance: Bachna Ae Haseeno and 

Street Theater 

 

 

David Goodman and the Modern and 

Avant-garde Japanese Theatre  

(Roundtable) 
Last summer renowned Japanese theatre scholar 

David Goodman passed away at the age of 65. 

The author of seven books on Japanese theatre 

and literature, Dr. Goodman was primarily 

known for his work on the shingeki and angura 

theatres. He was also involved in the Black Tent 

Theatre of 1960s Japan and was the editor and 

co-founder of Concerned Theatre Japan, one of 

the few journals in English dedicated to Japanese 

modern and avant-garde theatre. A master 

teacher, Dr. Goodman taught for over 20 years 

and many of his students have gone on to 

advanced degrees and teaching positions of their 

own. He was also deeply involved in theatre 

exchanges, bringing troupes from Japan to the 

United States for performances and workshops. 

Dr. Goodman was also on the forefront of using 

electronic media to make Japanese (and Asian) 

theatre accessible to Western audiences. This 

roundtable gathered colleagues, former students, 

and scholars to examine and assess Dr. 

Goodman’s contributions to the field of Asian 

theatre. The individuals discussed how 

Goodman’s scholarship has shaped the 

discourses of knowledge within the field and 

considered how to continue his scholarly work. 

This panel also discussed the state of scholarship 
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on the modern and avant-garde Japanese 

theatres. 
Roundtable Participants: 

David Jortner (Baylor University) 

Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. (Loyola Marymount 

University) 

John K. Gillespie (Gillespie Global Group) 

Yoshiko Fukushima (University of Hawaii, 

Hilo) 

Gouhe Zheng  (Ball State University) 

M. Cody Poulton (University of Victoria) 

 

Anonymous(ly) Intercultural & 

Diasporic: Borrowing What Sells from 

Abroad 
Terms such as diaspora and intercultural are 

being challenged as tools imposed by western 

cultures. How do the terms apply to part of the 

South East Asian diaspora in the US, cultural 

appropriations of Eastern forms by westerners 

and Western forms by Japanese? In what ways 

are these artists working to honor the traditions 

from which they borrow? In what manner are 

these artists misappropriating and/or 

misrepresenting Asian performance and how 

might this complicate our notions of 

interculturalism and transnationalism in the 

twenty-first century? 

Session Coordinator: John D. Swain  

(Independent Scholar) 

The Cross-Cultural Cross-Hairs: Japan's 

Modern Theatre Through an 

Intercultural Lens 

Arnab Banerji (University of Georgia) 

Performing Culture: An Enquiry into 

the next Generation Participation in 

Diasporic Cultural Events 

Kelly Aliano  (CUNY Graduate Center) 

How to Speak in the Twentieth-

Century: Reconsidering the Use of 

Asian Forms in European Avant-Garde 

Movements of the Modernist Era 

 

 

AP Sponsored Multi-

disciplinary Panels 

Satyaghara & the Foundation 

of Modern American Civil Rights. 

(Performance and Discussion) 
Co-sponsored with Theatre & Social Change 

(TASC) 

A live performance exploring the influence of 

Mahatma Gandhi on Martin Luther King in 

shaping the Civil Rights movement, making 

explicit the historic connection between the USA 

and India to modern audiences. A performance 

initiative for ATHE 2012 emerging from the 

sustained collaboration between Tara Arts (UK) 

and St. Mary’s University of Minnesota (USA). 

Session Coordinator: Jonathan Kennedy 

(Tara Arts) 

Session Chair: Dr. Gary Diomandes (St 

Mary's University of Minnesota) 

Jatinder Verma (Tara Arts) 

The above panelists discussed: 

“Satyaghara & the Foundation of 

Modern American Civil Rights” 

Actor: Claudia Mayer (Tara Arts) 

 

East Meets West: Drawing From Both 

Worlds in Actor Movement Training. 

(Workshop) 
Co-sponsored with the Association of Theatre 

Movement Educators (ATME) and the Acting 

Program (AP) 

This workshop explored ways in which Eastern 

and Western training traditions can be used 

together to investigate strength, precision and 

body integration for actors. This practical 

workshop infused Western acting and movement 

exercises from practitioners such as Rudolph 

Laban and F.M. Alexander with kabuki and 

kathakali. By engaging with Eastern and 

Western acting approaches side by side the actor 

can come to understand commonalities and 

differences and to appreciate these both on and 

off the stage. 

Session Coordinator: Jillian Campana  

(ATME – University of Montana) 

 

 

                                
 -- submitted by John D. Swain  

Vice-President/ATHE Conference Planner 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

A 
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CONFERENCES and CALLS FOR PAPERS 

  
orld Symposium on Global 

Encounters in Southeast 

Asian Performing Arts: 

International Theatre Festival, 

Conference and Workshop  
Hosted by Bangkok University, Thailand and 

University of Victoria, Canada. 

The World Symposium on Global 

Encounters in Southeast Asian Performing Arts: 

International Theatre Festival, Conference and 

Workshop will be held in Bangkok, Thailand on 

1-3 February, 2013. 

The main objective of the symposium is 

to function as a platform of exploration, in search 

of a lasting live performance culture that can 

establish an influential and sustainable position 

in Southeast Asia, regardless of whether it is 

expressed in traditional, contemporary or 

postmodern form. It is a communal gathering for 

performing arts academics, practitioners and 

enthusiasts with the aim of establishing a 

productive dialogues and common ground with 

regard to ways in which Southeast Asian creative 

arts will survive under he tremendous pressure of 

the global spectrum of current changes. 

There will be 4 distinctive themes of the 

conference panels; ‘performance & new media’, 

‘traditional performance in the changing world’, 

‘spectrum of contemporary vs. intercultural 

performance’, and ‘transnationalism and 

globalization’. The themes of the international 

theatre festival and workshop are also both 

interrelated and operated under the themes. 

All enquiries can be sent to  

contact@buworldsymposium.com 

Website: www.buworldsymposium.com 

 

 

  

 

 

  

nternational Across the 

Threshold, 2013: Creativity, 

Being and Healing Conference 
Duke University in Durham, NC, USA  

February 28 through March 3, 2013. 

 This years’ conference theme is “Arts 

and the Personal/Social/Environmental 

Transformation.” Acknowledging the complex 

interrelationship of mind, body, and spirit is a 

step towards empowered and enlightened healing 

of ourselves, our relationships, and our 

environment. We are physical, mental, social,  

emotional, and spiritual beings, and the interplay 

between all these parts of ourselves affects our 

quality of life moment-to-moment -- our  

ability to synthesize ideas and knowledge; to 

develop intuition; to imagine and create; to heal. 

 The 2013 International Conference 

“Arts and the Personal/Social/Environmental 

Transformation” brings together artists, 

scientists, spiritual activists, healers and 

academicians interested in a holistic approach to 

create more awareness contextualizing ourselves 

viz-a-viz the environment we live in and to 

generate an empowered response to the global 

environmental destruction we currently face. 

 Three key note speakers/artists will 

highlight the conference:  

 Chris Jordan 

 Lily Yeh   

 Ronald K. Brown.  

These extraordinary artists will open space at the 

Conference for realizing our potential to  

simultaneously bear witness to what is broken in 

our world and find the courage, inspiration and 

vision for personal, social and environmental  

transformation. 

 See website for updates and other 

information: danceprogram.duke.edu/threshold 

 

 

 

W I 

mailto:contact@buworldsymposium.com
http://www.buworldsymposium.com/
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all for Contributors:  

Encyclopedia of Asian 

American Culture 
This two-volume encyclopedia, to be published 

by ABC-CLIO, covers the broad roots of Asian 

American culture including living traditions, 

rites of passage, folk culture, popular culture, 

subcultures, and other forms of shared 

expression. The entry essays explore the 

commonalities and variation of cultural 

expressions and provide readers with rich detail 

about the historical, regional, and ethnic/racial 

diversity within specific traditions. Entry essays 

cover the historical, regional, as well as ethnic 

and racial diversity within specific traditions in 

detail. Intended as an introduction to the vast 

diversity in Asian American culture to high 

school, academic, and general libraries, this 

encyclopedia is valuable for readers in 

understanding the variety and commonalities in 

Asian American culture. Entries will provide in-

depth coverage of cultural forms in the Asian 

American population. Current state social studies 

standards recommend that courses present 

culturally diverse historical viewpoints that 

include the Asian American experience. This 

project will provide comprehensive coverage of 

a variety of Asian American cultural forms: 

popular culture, folk culture, rites of passages, 

and other forms of shared expression. 

Entry essays vary in length 1,000-2,000 

words, including bibliographies. Entry essays 

will cover: history and origins; regional 

practices, traditions, and artifacts; expressive 

forms in contemporary culture; and further 

reading. In addition, entry essays also include 

sidebars (100-300 words) that highlight 

interesting facts, including but not limited to: 

biographies of key participants, scholars, or other 

important individuals; artifacts (lyrics, sayings, 

advertisements, invitations, material culture, 

etc.); and events (descriptions of particular 

aspects of the tradition, costumes, rituals, 

participant roles, etc.). 

The editor can provide formal invitation 

letters upon request. If you are interested in 

contributing,  send the following information: 

full name, title, institutional affiliation, mailing 

address, email, and 2-page CV to: 

Lan Dong, Associate Professor  

English Department, UHB 3050 

University of Illinois Springfield  

One University Plaza  

Springfield, IL 62703  

Email: ldong4@uis.edu 

 

sian Theatre Working Group 

(IFTR) Meeting and Call for 

Papers/Book Chapters  
We are pleased to announce that the next 

meeting of the Asian Theatre WG of IFTR/FIRT 

will be held at the Central Academy of Beijing 

on Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 March 2013. 

Those who are interested in presenting a 

paper at the Beijing meeting in March 2013 

would be kindly requested to send to the 

conveners the abstract of the paper by the 1st of 

January 2013 and the full paper (a draft version 

is acceptable) by the 10th of March 2013. 

  Papers which have been presented at 

previous meetings of Asian Theatre WG could 

be accepted, provided that they fit the theme of 

the book and are amended as noted by the 

Conveners. As usual, all the papers will be 

Emailed to the members of the WG to be read in 

advance of the meeting. Those papers which are 

presented at the Beijing meeting and which are 

discussed by the members will be considered for 

the book; in addition, the editors hold the right to 

commission suitable researchers to contribute 

papers to the book.  
 The theme of the anthology will be 

the modernization of Asian Theatre in the 19th 

and 20th century. 

Tentative Contents of Book 

General Introduction:  

What is theatre modernization in Asia? 

PART 1 

Emergence of Modern Theatre or 

Theatre Modernization in Asian 

countries. 5 to 6 papers papers may be 

divided into countries or regions. But 

they also could be divided into 

languages or races, or into genres or 

styles as well. 

 PART 2 

10 to 12 papers on various topics of 

Asian theatre modernization in the 19th 

and 20th century, but mainly between 

the 1860s and 1960s. 

We welcome your feedback on the above plan. 

Also, do not hesitate to send questions or 

suggestions about the meeting in Beijing. Send 

abstracts and questions to BOTH conveners: 

 

Yasushi Nagata, Convener of Asian Theatre 

Working Group: nagatays@let.osaka-u.ac.jp  

 

Mitsuya Mori, Co-convener: 

morimit@seijo.ac.jp  

C A 

mailto:ldong4@uis.edu
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SIA PACIFIC DANCE 

FESTIVAL 2013:  

JOURNEYS 
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, July 8-26, 

2013 

Whether literal or metaphoric, dance always 

involves journeys.  A journey from learning to 

performing, from teacher to student, from past to 

present, from documentary record to 

performance reality, from performer to perceiver, 

from story enactment—or re-enactment—to 

abstract representation, from novice to seasoned 

professional, from one geographic place to 

another. 

Building on the foundation created in 

the summer of 2011, this year’s festival, which 

extends from July 8 through July 26, expands its 

own journey to embrace not only performance 

and public forums, but university credit classes, 

workshops, lectures, and collaborative projects. 

We invite you to join us on this year’s 

dance journey by participating in any of the 

many ways this year’s festival makes available to 

you—whether high school or university student, 

young dance enthusiast or senior citizen.  Join us 

to work with internationally acclaimed 

choreographers, dance critics, and scholars on 

some of the many parts of this year’s journey. 

For details email csinfo@hawaii.edu  

or call 808-956-8246 

 

he Association for Asian 

Performance (AAP) 13
th

 

Annual Conference 

July 31-August 1, 2013, Orlando, FL 
AAP invites submissions for its 13th annual 

conference. The AAP conference is a two-day 

event, to be held at the 

Hyatt Regency Grand 

Cypress in Orlando, 

Florida preceding and 

during the annual ATHE 

(Association for Theatre 

in Higher Education) 

conference. Proposals are 

invited for papers, panels, 

workshops and 

roundtable discussions. Learn more about the 

AAP at http://www.yavanika.org/aaponline/    

The deadline for proposals is April 15, 2012. 

 Proposals for individual papers 
should include a brief abstract. 

Individual presentations should be 

limited to 20 minutes so that there will 

be time left for questions and 

discussion. Visual materials (slides, 

video etc.) are strongly encouraged.  

 Panels should be composed of three 

paper presenters and one discussant or 

four paper presenters. Proposals for 

panels should provide a brief statement 

that explains the session as a whole and 

the proposed subject of each paper. 

 Roundtables offer an opportunity for 

participants to discuss a specific theme, 

issue or significant recent publication. 

A maximum of six active participants is 

recommended. While a roundtable 

proposal will not be as detailed as a 

panel proposal, it should explain fully 

the session’s purpose, themes or issues 

and scope. 

 Proposals for workshops by 

performance practitioner(s) with 

expertise in specific Asian performance 

traditions are welcomed, particularly 

workshops that overlap with a panel 

theme or paper presentation. Workshop 

proposals should include an abstract 

explaining methods and goals. 

Workshops should be designed to run 

no longer than 80 minutes. 

 Poster session. Your proposal should 

include a brief abstract and the visual 

design (including visual aids on a tri-

fold standing poster and videos if 

applicable) of your poster. You will be 

giving short, multimedia-enhanced 

presentations to visitors. AAP will do its 

best to pair specialists in your subject 

area to act as respondents. A reception 

will be held for the poster session. Past 

presenters at the poster sessions 

included both junior and senior 

scholars.  

We encourage suggestions for innovative 

alternatives to the panels, individual papers and 

roundtables described above. 

Proposals should include the following: 

1. Title of panel, roundtable or paper. 

2. Names of all the presenters, including 

chair and/or organizer and discussant 

(for panels and roundtables.) A few 

biographical sentences about each 

presenter. 

A 

T 
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3. Affiliation, specialization (field/region), 

mailing address, phone numbers and e-

mail addresses of al participants. 

4. Explanation of the session (for panels, 

workshops and roundtables); abstract of 

each panel presentation or each paper. 

 

Proposals should be emailed to the conference 

organizer, AAP Vice President David Jortner 

David_Jortner@Baylor.edu 

 

If you need help locating other scholars 

to participate in a panel or roundtable, please 

submit a preliminary description of your 

proposal before February 1 so we can post it on 

the AAP website. Alternatively, you can post 

your suggestions for a panel there directly by 

logging on to the site at: 

http://www.yavanika.org/aaponline/ 

THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF 

ALL PROPOSALS IS APRIL 15, 2012. 

 

All presenters are expected to join AAP. 

Membership is $40 per year ($25 for students) 

and includes a subscription to the Asian Theatre 

Journal 

(http://www.uhpress.hawaii.edu/journals/atj/). 

  

hinese Shadow Theater 

Symposium 
The Ballard Institute and Museum of 

Puppetry and the Puppet Arts Program 

of the University of Connecticut presented a 

Chinese Shadow Theater Symposium, October 

26 and 27 at the Ballard Institute in Storrs 

Connecticut. In conjunction with our exhibition  

Red Gate: 

Pauline 

Benton 

and 

Chinese 

Shadow 

Theater, 

UConn’s 

Ballard Institute and Puppet Arts Program hosted 

a two-day symposium on Chinese shadow 

theater as a global cultural art form.   
This unusual and exciting event 

featured the following scholars: 

-- Dr. Fan Pen Li Chen, Associate Professor of 

East Asian Studies at the University of 

Albany.  Dr. Chen is the acclaimed author of 

numerous books and articles about Chinese 

shadow theater, including Chinese Shadow 

Theater: History, Popular Religion, and Women 

Warriors, and Visions for the Masses: Chinese 

Shadow Plays from Shaanxi and Shanxi. Dr. 

Chen  discussed three different Chinese and 

American shadow theater productions of the 

classic play Whitesnake. 

-- Annie Katsura Rollins, a puppeteer, scholar, 

and most recently a Fulbright Fellow in Chinese 

Shadow Puppetry.  Annie holds an MFA degree 

in theater design from the University of 

Minnesota, and has been studying traditional 

Chinese shadow theater in various regions of 

China over the past year.  She  talked about how 

the legacy of Chinese shadow puppetry has been 

stewarded through the last century of political 

unrest, Cultural Revolution and the digital age, 

and how it will be handed down to the next 

generation of citizens.     

- - Bradford Clark, Professor of Theater and Film 

at Bowling Green State University, and Curator 

of Collections at the Center for Puppetry Arts in 

Atlanta, Georgia.  Professor Clark presented 

video and photographs from his recent travels in 

rural China documenting regional traditions of 

shadow performance. 

-- Dr. Kathy Foley, Professor of Theater Arts at 

the University of California, Santa Cruz, and 

Editor of Asian Theater Journal.  Dr. Foley, 

whose considerable experience with Asian 

puppetry includes training as a dalang of 

Balinese  wayang golek rod puppet theater, as 

well as directing, teaching, and curating 

exhibitions, moderated a closing discussion with 

all of the symposium participants. 

-- Kuang-Yu Fong and Stephen Kaplin, co-

directors of Queens-based company Chinese 

Theatre Works, and curators of Red Gate: 

Pauline Benton and Chinese Shadow 

Theater.  They gave guided tours of the 

exhibition, as well as a talk about Chinese 

Theater Works's experience presenting 

traditional and non-traditional Chinese shadow 

performance in the United States, including a 

ten-minute excerpt of their new Powerpoint 

Whitesnake production. 

-- Mary Hirsch, independent scholar, translator 

of Chinese shadow theater, and Curatorial 

Assistant at the Seattle Asian Art Museum.  Ms. 

Hirsch discussed how and why the 

misidentification of puppets and 

misunderstanding of Chinese traditions of 

shadow theater have come to characterize the 

majority of Chinese shadow figure collections in 

museums and libraries in the United States. 

For more information, see the website:   

bimp.uconn.edu 
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all for Papers: Puppetry 

International #33: When Actor 

Meets Puppet on the Stage 
PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL Magazine 

seeks brief articles (max. 2,000 words) for its 

“When Actor Meets Puppet on the Stage” issue. 

We intend a broad interpretation of the topic and 

hope for an international perspective and a style 

that will appeal to general readers with a strong 

interest in theatre and art. Possible topics might 

include, but are not limited to: 

 Collaborations and collisions between 

the live and the inanimate 

 The unique aesthetic vocabularies of 

humans and puppets 

 Analysis of specific productions 

(historical or contemporary) that 

integrate both puppets and live actors 

 The spectator’s dual awareness of the 

puppet and the puppeteer 

 New perspectives on familiar theatrical 

theories that analyze the puppet in 

relation to the live actor 

Personal essays and interviews are also 

welcomed. 

We publish at least one peer-reviewed article per 

issue. These no longer necessarily need to be on 

the theme of the issue. Submissions for peer 

review should follow the same length (2,000 

words) and style restrictions (MLA) as all other 

articles, and should demonstrate scholarly rigor 

and original research while remaining accessible 

to a broad readership.  Longer versions of these 

articles can be published on our website. 

Deadline for peer-reviewed submissions: 

December 15, 2012 

Deadline for general submissions:  

February 1, 2013 

Queries and general submissions to editor 

Andrew Periale: aperiale@gmail.com 

Peer-review submissions should be emailed to 

peer-review editor Dassia N. Posner 

(dassia2@gmail.com) AND to general editor 

Andrew Periale (aperiale@gmail.com). 

BEFORE SUBMITTING please see complete 

Submission Guidelines: 

http://unima-

usa.org/publications/submissions.html 

Looking ahead:  

Puppetry International #34 will focus on the 

Director in Puppet Theatre.  

Submission deadline for peer review: June 15, 

2013.  

General submission deadline: August 1, 2013. 

 

all for Papers: AAP 

Adjudicated Emerging 

Scholars Panel 
The Association for Asian Performance (AAP) 

invites submissions for its Annual Adjudicated 

Panel to be held during the Association for Asian 

Performance annual conference in Orlando, 

Florida, July 31-Aug. 1, 2013 immediately 

preceding the Association for Theatre in Higher 

Education (ATHE) conference. 

Anyone (current and recent graduate 

students, scholars, teachers, artists) early in their 

scholarly career or who has not presented a paper 

at an AAP conference before is welcome to 

submit work for consideration. To qualify one 

need not necessarily be affiliated with an 

institution of higher learning, although this is 

expected.  

Papers (10 double-spaced pages) may 

deal with any aspect of Asian performance or 

drama. Preparation of the manuscript in Asian 

Theatre Journal style, which can be gleaned 

from a recent issue, is desirable.  Up to three 

winning authors may be selected and invited to 

present their papers at the upcoming AAP 

conference.   Paper and project presentations 

should be no longer than twenty minutes.  

A $100 cash prize will be awarded for 

each paper selected, to help offset conference 

fees. AAP Conference registration fees are 

waived for the winners, who also receive one 

year free membership to AAP. 

The Emerging Scholars Panel 

Adjudication Committee is chaired by Dr. Kathy 

Foley, Editor of Asian Theatre Journal.  Selected 

papers will be strongly considered for 

publication in ATJ, which is an official 

publication of AAP. Those interested in 

submitting work for review should mail four (4) 

copies of their paper to: 

 

Kathy Foley, ISM Fellow 

Yale Institute of Sacred Music 

409 Prospect Street 

New Haven, CT 06511  

and by e-mail attachment to:   

kfoley@ucsc.edu 

Deadline for Submissions: February 1, 2013 

Winners will be notified by April 15, 2013 

  A separate cover sheet detailing the 

author's contact information-address, phone 

number, and email address (for both academic 

year and summer holiday) must accompany each 

submission. The author's name should not appear 

on the text proper. 
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AAP is proud to sponsor this 

adjudicated panel. Not only is it a chance for 

students and emerging scholars to get exposure 

and recognition for their work, but it also 

provides an opportunity to meet and make 

contacts with others who are interested in similar 

fields of research. Please direct any inquiries 

regarding the emerging scholars panel to Dr. 

Foley.  

To find out about the benefits of 

becoming an AAP member, please check out our 

website at http://www.yavanika.org/aaponline 

 
 

 

 

   PRODUCTIONS, FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS  

 
ō Costume Workshop 
Theatre Nohgaku recently conducted 

a weeklong workshop in Japan on nō 

costumes featuring three days in 

Kyoto taught by Monica Bethe and then four 

days in Fukuyama led by the Oshimas of Oshima 

Nō Theatre. 

There is now a blog for this event, where you can 

see video clips of hands-on work with wigs, 

costumes and accessories. Like the annual 

Writers Workshops and Music Workshop, the 

Costume Workshop will be offered again next 

year, June 12-18. Anyone who might be 

interested in nō costumes might wish to take a 

look at the blog:  

http://theatrenohgaku.wordpress.com/   

Further information on all workshops 

and performances is on the website: 

<www.theatrenohgaku.org> 

Or contact: 

Richard Emmert, Professor, Asian Theatre and 

Music, Musashino University 

<www.musashino-u.ac.jp> 

Artistic Director, Theatre Nohgaku 

<www.theatrenohgaku.org> 

Director, Noh Training Project-Bloomsburg 

<www.nohtrainingproject.org> 

Director, Noh Training Project-Reading UK 

<www.reading.ac.uk/ftt/research/ftt-

NohTrainingProject.aspx> 

 

 

n Afternoon of 

Kabuki Dance   
The students of the Fujima Kansuma 

School presented a free concert on 

Sunday, October 21, 3:00 p.m. at Pilgrim Place 

in Claremont, Ca. Sponsored by the Petterson 

Museum Friends, the event was curated by 

Leonard C. Pronko. 

 

Fujima Kansuma is a 

distinguished teacher 

of nihonbuyo (kabuki 

dance), decorated by 

the Emperor of Japan 

with the Order of the 

Precious Crown. Her 

disciples and students 

performed a 

ceremonial dance of 

congratulation, Kotobuki Shiki Sambaso; a genre 

piece, Mitsumen Komori (Baby Sitter with Three 

Masks); and Onna Date (Chivalrous Woman) in 

which a skillful woman defeats her pursuers.  

 

ields of Indigo at the Krannert 

Art Museum 
IJPAN presented an installation 

performance of Fields of Indigo, 3-

4:00 pm Sunday September 23, at the Krannert 

Art Museum, 500 East Peabody Drive, on the U 

of I campus. Fields of Indigo is a collaboration 

installation between textile-artist Rowland 

Ricketts and sound artist Norbert Herber. This 

work leads visitors through the process of 

making indigo dye. In his work, Ricketts focuses 

on the corporeal acts involved in the dye’s 

production; color is imbued with the memory of 
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movement. Sounds emanating from the gallery 

were collected at various sites, threading 

connections among them. Installation Sound 

artist Norbert Herber, from Indiana, created a 

live sound score from live audio feeds from 

Japan and other remote locations, as dancers 

moved through the installation interacting with 

the drying indigo leaves, marking their progress 

of decay and transformation. The free 

performance was also broadcast live on the web 

at http://ijpan.ncsa.illinois.edu. For more 

information, and to see the schedule for the rest 

of the 2012-2013 season, visit  

http://ijpan.ncsa.illinois.edu and see below, in 

Asian Theatre on the Web section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nimation and Photography in 

Brooklyn, NY  

 

 
 

 

 PERFORMANCE TRAINING 

 

013 Nō Costume Workshop 
Though summer has past, the memory of 

the spirit ofAtsumori (particularly of the 

outdoor torchlight performance by the 

Noh Training Project and Theatre Nohgaku) 

lingers on. We extend our thanks to our NTP 

comrades and the community of Bloomsburg, 

Pennsylvania for creating the opportunity 

for Atsumori to live again, if only briefly, in two 

quiet early August evenings along the banks of 

the Susquehanna river.  

        Although winter isn’t yet upon us, we’re 

already looking forward to next year. It is with 

great pleasure that we announce the 2013 

Costume Workshop to be held for the second 

year in Kyoto & Fukuyama, June 12 -18 2013. 

Led by noted scholar Monica Bethe, our 2012 

workshop was such a success that we cannot 

help but repeat it. Please read more about it on 

our blog, which includes accounts by past 

participants as well as highlight video. We 

believe it will be an intriguing and once-in-a-

lifetime experience. 

         The 2013 Costume Workshop has limited 

enrollment, and to ensure your participation 

please register early. For contact and registration 

information please visit our website. 

 <www.theatrenohgaku.org>        

Richard Emmert, Artistic Director, Theatre 

Nohgaku

 
Theatre Nohgaku 

Tokyo Office 

Hon-cho 2-27-10, Nakano-ku 

Tokyo, 164-0012, Japan 
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PUBLICATIONS and OTHER MEDIA
  

all For Promotional Book 

Flyers!  
AAP is continuing a new means of 

promoting publications.  In order to 

make the membership aware of new and 

upcoming books on Asian performance, to allow 

members to promote their own works in a cost 

effective manner, and to possibly offer members 

a discount on upcoming publications, we will 

include promotional fliers for upcoming books in 

the mailed version of the AAP Newsletter.   

The AAP Newsletter is mailed twice a 

year.  Those who have had books released 

recently or have a book coming out soon may 

arrange to have the publisher send AAP 140 

fliers for the book and AAP will include the 

individual fliers in with the newsletter.  We ask 

that you observe the following restrictions: 

 Each publication will be publicized once. 

 Submissions should be limited to 

publications since the last newsletter, and 

can include upcoming works. 

 The publisher must provide enough fliers for 

the membership (140). AAP will not cover 

the cost of photocopying, but the postage is 

already covered as part of the newsletter. 

We also ask you to suggest that your publisher 

might consider offering a small discount to those 

who order using the AAP flyer, to make the offer 

more worthwhile to our members.  A time limit 

can certainly be set (i.e. “order this book by 1 

January 2012 and receive 20% off”). 

 For the inclusion in Spring, 2013 

Newsletter, please include books published only 

since the previous newsletter (Fall, 2012).  

  Interested parties may contact the 

Secretary/Treasurer at kwetmore@lmu.edu and 

send or instruct their publisher to send 140 

copies of fliers to: 

Association for Asian Performance 

Kevin Wetmore 

Department of Theatre 

Loyola Marymount Theatre 

1 LMU Drive, MS 8210 

 Los Angeles CA 90045 

 

TJ Online at JSTOR 
JSTOR will be sending all AAP 

members a second invitation to sign up 

to access ATJ.  This will supply back 

issues of ATJ (more than three years old) that 

people can access online, but it will require that 

each AAP member create their own login.  This 

service is free and a part of your AAP 

membership. ATJ is published by University of 

Hawaii Press. Support the Press.  

 

 

ew Documentary: Waga 

Kokoro no Kabuki-za  

(Kabuki-Za: Final Curtain)  
In May 2010, after over 

80 years, the Kabuki-za 

in Tokyo was 

demolished to make 

way for a new theater 

due to open in the 

Spring of 2013. This 

film, made as the 

Kabuki-za was 

preparing to close, follows many of the greatest 

actors of Kabuki as they reminisce about their 

lives and past performances on that legendary 

stage. 

Ichikawa Danjuro XII,  Onoe Kikugoro 

VII,  Nakamura Jakuemon IV, Nakamura 

Baiygoku IV, Kataoka Nizaemon VI, Nakamura 

Kanzaburo XVIII, Nakamura Kichiemon II, 

Bando Tamasaburo V, Matsumoto Koshiro 

IX,  Ichikawa Ennosuke III, Nakamura Shikan 

VII, Sataka Tojuro IV and many of the greats of 

the Kabuki world appear in this 160 minute 

documentary.  
An invaluable document on the history of 

Kabuki, this film features many fascinating 

backstage sequences as well as interviews and 

short excerpts of performances. 

DVD 160 minutes, color 

$ 70. for Personal Use; $ 200 Institutional Use. 
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Blu-Ray 160 minutes, color $ 80/$ 200. 

www.martygrossfilms.com 

Inquiries: videos@martygrossfilms.com 

Marty Gross Film Productions Inc. 

637 Davenport Road Toronto, Canada M5R 1L3 

tel: + 416 536 3355; Fax: + 416 535 0583 

Email: marty@martygrossfilms.com 

http://www.martygrossfilms.com  
 
 

elated News Report: 

Tokyo's New Kabuki-za 

Theater to Open April 2, 2013 
Movie distributor Shochiku Co. said Tuesday 

that the new Kabuki-za theater will reopen April 

2, 2013. 

The old theater was the most prestigious 

stage for traditional kabuki. The new theater, part 

of a complex that will include an office building, 

is expected to become a landmark in the upscale 

Ginza district. 

The facade of the new theater will 

reflect the traditional style of the old venue, 

which was closed in April 2010 and demolished. 

The size of the stage will remain the same, while 

the wings will be widened and the number of 

stage lifts will be increased. 

Although the number of seats will be 

reduced to 1,808, each seat will be 3 cm wider 

and have 6 cm more leg room. 

 

 

ew Book: World Literature and 

World Theatre 
In summer 2012, Alex 

Huang published a new book in 

German, entitled Weltliteratur und Welttheater: 

Ästhetischer Humanismus in der kulturellen 

Globalisierung (World Literature and World 

Theatre: Aesthetic Humanism in Cultural 

Globalization; ISBN 978-3-8376-2207-2). The 

book argues that, as a secular investment in 

shared cultural values, aesthetic humanism 

counters various practices of subjugation such as 

colonialism and cultural imperialism that have 

dominated the recent historical record of 

globalization in the Chinese-speaking world and 

the West.  The book project was supported by a 

grant from Stiftung Mercator (Mercator 

Foundation), one of the largest private 

foundations in Germany. The foundation is 

named after cartographer Gerhard Mercator, a 

name which is associated with global thinking.       

 

 

 

 

ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES 

nternational Network for Chinese 

Drama 
In an effort to increase scholarly and 

artistic exchange among researchers and 

theater practitioners, Dr. Ruru Li of Leeds 

University has established a project to develop 

an international network of Chinese drama, with 

its first phase entitled "Staging China" (台上中
华). At the same time, we are working to create a 

separate branch of the network devoted to 

connecting graduate students in Chinese Drama 

and related fields. We hope to foster 

opportunities for exchange both through in-

person events (conferences, workshops, etc.) and 

online communication (email listserve, Douban, 

blogs, etc.) If you or any of your 

colleagues/students would be interested in 

joining this network and/or receiving news of its 

events, please send an inquiry to Tarryn Chun at 

tchun@fas.harvard.edu. 

 

inks to UK Asian Scholars 
The Asian Performing Arts Forum in 

London is very enthusiastic about 

building stronger links to our 

colleagues in AAP, so please let us know if 

anyone is coming to London or knows of 

upcoming events we should be aware of. 

Please Contact: 

Matthew Cohen matthew.cohen@rhul.ac.uk 

or Jiggs Coldiron  jiggs@blueyonder.co.uk 
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raduate Research Assistant 
The Department of Theatre & Dance 

at the University of Hawaii at 

Manoa is now accepting applications 

for Fall 2013 for all Graduate Programs (MA, 

MFA, PhD), including MFA in Asian 

Performance and PhD in Asian Theatre. 

One GA position for a qualified PhD student is 

open in Fall, 2013 for the Research Assistant in 

Asian Theatre. For further information on 

programs and Graduate Assistant (GA) positions 

please visit our website:  

http://hawaii.edu/theatre/  

or contact the Director of Graduate Studies:  

Kirstin Pauka 

Director of Graduate Studies in Theatre 

Department of Theatre and Dance 

Ph.   808-956-2587    

e-mail: pauka@hawaii.edu 

 

 

MEMBER NEWS, KUDOS, AND ACCOLADES 
 

hillip Zarrilli 
He continues to conduct intensive 

training in psychophysical processes for 

actors using Asian martial arts and yoga 

at the Tyn y parc Kalari/Studio in Wales and 

throughout the world with residencies in 2012-13 

at the Malta Arts Festival, Intercultural Theatre 

Institute (Singapore), Naropa (Boulder), 

Norwegian Theatre Academy, and in Amman. 

As Artistic Director of THE LLANARTH 

GROUP, his two co-created productions inspired 

by East Asian sources/aesthetic principles 

continue to tour—Told by the Wind and The  

Echo Chamber—while THE BECKETT 

PROJECT with performances of Happy Days, 

Ohio Impromptu, Act Without Words I, Rockaby 

has been invited to the 2012 Malta Arts Festival. 

Recent essays include “Psychophysical 

approaches and practices in India: embodying 

processes and state of ‘being-doing’” in NTQ 

(2011); “…’presence’ as a question and 

emergent possibility: A case study from the 

performer’s perspective,” in Archeologies of 

Presence (2012); and the review essay, “Altering 

consciousness in performance,” in the two 

volume Praeger series, Altering Consciousness: 

Multidisciplinary Perspectives (2011). For a 

discussion of Told by the Wind, see Mari Boyd’s 

recent essay, “Quietude in Intercultural 

Performance: Phillip Zarrilli’s Told by the Wind  

and Yojiro Okamura’s Aminadab” in 

Comparative Theatre Review (2012, 11:1, 43-

50). 

 

evin Wetmore  
The Laband Art Gallery at Loyola 

Marymount University commissioned 

Kevin to adapt and direct the nō play 

Matsukaze  as part of the festival surrounding 

"Return to the Sea: Saltworks of Motoi 

Yamamoto."  Yamamoto creates site-specific salt 

installations and his first West Coast exhibition 

was at the Laband Gallery in September.  With 

original music for Gamelan and Viol by Paul  

Humphreys and original choreography by Teresa 

Heiland, the piece reimagined the nō play for a 

contemporary audience.  Kevin also reviewed 

Xiaomei Chen's The Columbia Anthology of 

Modern Chinese Drama for The Journal of 

Asian Studies. 

 

iego Pellecchia  
He has been awarded his PhD from 

Royal Holloway, University of London 

with a thesis on Aesthetics and Ethics 

in the Reception of Noh Theatre in the West. He 

now is Research Associate at the Italian School 

of East Asian Studies in Kyoto, where he 

currently resides, continuing his nō training and 

performance activity. His chapter “Traditional 

theatre: the case of Japanese Noh” is going to be 

published in the forthcoming Cambridge 

Companion to Theatre Historiography, edited by 

David Wiles and Christine Dymkowski. 

His blog on nō theatre is 

http://nohtheatre.wordpress.com/ 
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atthew Isaac Cohen  
He spent the whole of the academic 

year 2011-12 as a research fellow at 

the Netherlands Institute for 

Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social 

Sciences in Wassenaar, The Netherlands, 

working on a book on colonial modernity and the 

performing arts in Indonesia. He also presented 

seminar and conference papers in London, 

Helsinki, Leiden, Durham, and Singapore. He 

spent four weeks in the summer in Cirebon and 

Indramayu (West Java, Indonesia) undertaking 

practical study of wayang golek cepak, a rare 

form of rod puppet theatre that enacts mostly 

local history tales, and gave his public debut as a 

rod puppeteer on 20 August in Pekandangan, a 

village located on the outskirts of the city of 

Indramayu, performing a play about the village 

ancestors titled Sutajaya Kemit (Sutajaya, The 

Night Watchman). He also offered two daytime 

performances of wayang kulit for village 

audiences in Cirebon and performed his post-

traditional solo A Dalang in Search of Wayang in 

a mixture of Indonesian and Javanese as part of 

Wayang Rumba, an evening of innovative 

wayang held at the campus of the Fahmina 

Institute for Islamic Studies in Cirebon. He plans 

to return to West Java in summer 2013 to 

continue his practice-led research into wayang 

golek cepak.  

 
Above: Sutajaya Kemit, performed by Matthew 

Cohen and friends, Pekandangan, Indramayu, 

West Java, Indonesia, 20 August 2012. 

Photograph by Wawan Gunawan. 

 

lex Huang 
In addition to the publication of his 

new book (see above), he – along with 

Canadian colleagues -- is co-recipient 

 of a five-year grant from the Social Sciences and 

Humanities Council (SSHRC) to work on a new 

digitally conceived edition of King Lear. 

 

 

andy Kaplan 
She reports that GENseng is in its 

fourteenth continuous year of 

production.  She is directing Lauren 

Yee's Ching Chong Chinaman May 2-4, 2013 for 

GENseng. She brought Zvika Serper to Geneseo 

last April 12-14 to screen his 

intercultural Agamemnon and give a lecture.  

 

 

eonard Pronko 
As reported above, in his role as 

Program Chair of the Friends of the 

Petterson Museum in Claremont, CA, 

he organized a concert of kabuki dance by the 

students of the prominent teacher of Japanese 

dance, Fujima Kansuma. Leonard introduced the 

dances.  He has written introductions and notes 

for a small volume of kabuki plays on western 

themes, all of which were presented some years 

ago at Pomona College.  They include Revenge 

at Spider Mountain, Lancelot Bewitched, and 

Atahualpa.  He is currently looking for a 

publisher.   

 

argaret (Jiggs) Coldiron 
She has been appointed Deputy 

Head of the BA in World 

Performance at E15 Acting School, 

University of Essex. In July, she convened and 

chaired a panel on “Global Collaborations and 

Balinese Performance Heritage” at the IIAS 

conference Bali in Global Asia: Between 

Modernization and Heritage Formation at 

Udayana University in Denpasar, Bali in which 

she gave a paper on “Kreasi Baru for 

International Audiences.” In September, she 

convened and chaired a panel on "Continuity and 

Change in Southeast Asian Performance" and 

gave a paper on "Uncovering Alternative 

Traditions in Balinese Gambuh" at the 

conference of the Association for South-East 

Asian Studies UK (ASEASUK). In October, she 

gave a workshop on Balinese Topeng at the 

Indonesia Kontemporer festival in London. In 

November, she is performing with Lila Cita at 

LSO St. Luke's, playing gamelan and presenting 

Topeng Arsa Wijaya (Dalem).  

Jiggs asks “If anyone in AAP plans 

travel to London for any reason and has time for 

a little talk/lecture I would love to bring them to 

speak to my World Performance students at East 

15--just give me a bit of notice and I will set 

something up.”  
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ASIAN THEATRE ON THE WEB 
Please inform the Editor of any gems you've discovered while cruising’ the “information hanamichi” and 

we will pass them along. Please see previous Newsletters for additional sites. 

 

AP WEB SITE 
AAP's official web site lives online at 

www.yavanika.org/aaponline.<http://w

ww.yavanika.org/aaponline.>   

The site offers the latest news concerning 

conference events, membership, and AAP 

business, and includes calls for contributions, 

performance notices, publication information, 

and other matters of interest to the AAP 

community.  The site also provides for online 

payment of membership dues and AAP 

Conference registration.  AAP Online welcomes 

submission of AAP member news.  To post info 

about upcoming conferences, performances, 

publications, or other matters, email Dave Mason 

at fatsodoctor@yahoo.com  Recommendations 

for the web site are always welcome. 

 

AP LISTSERVE—NEW!!!! 
The AAP email list is now administered 

through the Association for Theatre in 

Higher Education  (ATHE).  The list 

facilitates discussions and the circulation of news  

among subscribed members.  You do not have to 

be an AAP member to join the AAP email list.  If 

you were previously subscribed, you are on the 

new list. If you wish to subscribe to the list visit 

https://m360.athe.org/admin/forms/ViewForm.as

px?id=23372   

You can remove your email address from the list 

by visiting the same site.  

 

JPAN 2013 WEBCASTS 
This innovative site for streaming 

Japanese theatre and performance  was 

created at the University of Illinois by the 

late David Goodman.  

User Registration for the Website.   

As of right now, you will not need to be 

registered in order to watch live streams of our 

events, although this may change in the 

future.  Registration allows users to take a more 

active role in IJPAN by opening access to 

comments sections.  To begin the process of 

creating a new account, visit our homepage 

(http://ijpan.ncsa.illinois.edu/) and click the 

"Create new account" link under the login button 

in the top left corner of the page.  We have to 

manually approve all member registrations, so it 

may take up to a day for your account to be 

activated.  

UPCOMING THEATRE WEBCASTS: 2013 

 
If you have any questions for us about 

our events, webstreaming, or anything else, 

please contact us at  

ijpan-webmaster@illinois.edu.   

For further information, email John Wheeler: 

 jbwheel2@illinois.edu 

 

AP SYLLABUS BANK 
As a contribution to Asian performance 

pedagogy, AAP invites contributions to  

its online syllabus bank.  Syllabi in the 

online bank are intended to provide  

models of how various aspects of Asian 

performance might be taught, especially  

at an introductory level.  AAP members can send 

syllabi they would like to share to Dave Mason 

at fatsodoctor@yahoo.com 

 

AP ON FACEBOOK 
Look for the Association for Asian 

Performance on Facebook. "Like" us 

on AAP's Facebook page 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Association-

for-Asian-Performance/103477229028 
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 EDITOR’S CHOICE 
 

AN JOMBANG’S RANTAU 

BERBISK (WHISPERINGS 

OF EXILE) 
In October, 2012, Los Angeles audiences had the 

rare opportunity to attend performances of Nan 

Jombang, a superb modern dance company based 

in Padang, Indonesia, on the western coast of the 

island of Sumatra. The performances took place 

from October 10-14 at REDCAT, the 

experimental theatre space associated with the 

Walt Disney Concert Hall complex. REDCAT is 

also the downtown venue for CalArts (California 

Institute of the Arts).   

Founded in 1983 by Ery Mefri, Nan 

Jombang’s style combines elements from the 

Minangkabau culture with American modern 

dance. Specifically, Mefri updates and 

incorporates marvelously theatrical body 

percussion, improvised “music” made by objects 

such as clothing, plates, spoons, pots and pans, 

chants, singing, rituals and aspects of martial arts 

(randai and pencak silak) with Olympic-caliber 

gymnastics (done on floor and tabletop) and 

aspects of modern dance. His often breathtaking 

choreography attempts to comment on the 

contemporary lives of his countrymen. In this 

piece, which lasts just under an hour, Mefri’s 

highly trained performers (four women and one 

man) enact the complex and ambivalent 

emotions of migration, specifically the tradition 

of marantau, during which young men leave the 

village to gain experience in the outside world  

and to earn money prior to returning home to 

assume their adult roles. Many of these 

temporary emigrants establish small food shops, 

and a large number never return. The dance 

explores the feelings of isolation and nostalgia of 

those who leave, and the anger and sense of loss 

of those left behind. 

Abstract, slow, highly controlled dances in 

which the performers entwine and twist their 

bodies around each other in a moving rendition 

of desire and 

loss alternate 

with faster-

paced 

sequences of 

rhythmic 

percussion 

made by 

cooking and 

eating implements, as the dancers enact vignettes 

of life in the distant place of emigration. These 

scenes are also interwoven with sad, lonely and 

sometimes angry performances in the female-

dominated home town from which the young 

men have vanished.  The dance aesthetics are 

sublime; the choreography is varied and 

inventive; the music and percussion are haunting 

and infectious; the gymnastic displays are 

stunning. The overall emotional effect is of a 

powerful and complex sense of loss and desire.   

The USA tour also included 

performances in Washington DC, New York 

City, and Providence, RI.  The company has 

previously toured to Australia, Singapore, 

Tokyo, the Philippines, Korea and Germany. 

They deserve a wide, international audience. 

---Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei
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OFFICER ELECTIONS 
 

Below you will find the candidate bios for nominees for office.  For those who get this Newsletter in paper 

form, the actual ballot is a separate sheet that is included with the newsletter along with an envelope.  If 

you read the Newsletter on the website only, see the website for voting instructions.

 
AP Candidate Biographies 

Candidate for President 
Siyuan Liu is an Assistant Professor of Theatre at the University of British Columbia and the 

current AAP President. He has published widely on twentieth-century Chinese theatre and other 

topics in edited books and academic journals such as Asian Theatre Journal, Theatre Journal, TDR, Text & 

Presentation, and Theatre Survey (forthcoming January 2013). His book Performing Hybridity in Colonial-

Modern China is forthcoming from Palgrave Macmillan in Spring 2013. He co-edited the first “Founders of 

the Field” series for Asian Theatre Journal and now co-editing the second series. He is also a director, 

having most recently directed a staged reading of the modern Chinese classic Thunderstorm by Cao Yu at 

UBC. In April 2013, he will be directing for Ohio State University a “newly discovered” play entitled The 

Wedded Husband by the modern Chinese director and playwright Hong Shen, written when Hong was at 

OSU between 1916 and 1919, before his studies at George Pierce Baker’s “47 Workshop” at Harvard. 

 

Candidate for Membership Outreach Coordinator 
Emily Wilcox is Visiting Assistant Professor of Chinese Studies at the College of William and Mary and 

holds an international postdoctoral research fellowship at the Shanghai Theater Academy. Her research 

focuses on dance in the People's Republic of China, with an emphasis on classical and folk idioms in state-

sponsored performance. Emily received her Ph.D. from the Department of Anthropology at the University 

of California, Berkeley, her M.Phil. from the Department of History and Philosophy of Science at the 

University of Cambridge, and her A.B. from the Department of Anthropology at Harvard University. 

Emily's Ph.D. dissertation, titled "The Dialectics of Virtuosity: Dance in the People's Republic of China, 

1949-2009," is an ethnographic and historical study of the socialist body in China, through the lives and 

work of professional dancers. Her publications appear in Asian Theatre Journal, Body and Society, Journal 

for the Anthropological Study of Human Movement, Kroeber Anthropology Society Papers, Wudao Pinglun 

(The Dance Review), Yihai (Art), and the edited volume Chinese Modernity and the Individual Psyche. 

 

Candidate for Graduate Student Representative 
Sissi Liu is currently a Level II PhD student of the Theatre Program at CUNY Graduate Center.  She also 

teaches at Baruch College.  She has attended and presented papers at various conferences including ATHE, 

ASTR, MATC, APA (American Philological Association), and AAP.  Out of all the conferences she has 

presented at, she finds her experience at AAP to be the most valuable and hearty.  She is a committed 

member at AAP, having attended all the past three conferences since 2010 (two in the US, one in India).  

Her research interests include Asian/Asian Theatre and Performance, Musical Theatre, theorizing the 

Intercultural, and Mediatized Performance.  She is also a pianist and composer for musical theatre.  Her 

most recent work has been produced by an Off-Broadway Theatre Company in October, 2012. 

Apart from her life in academe and theatre, she has a long history of intellectually serving her 

community.  She has volunteered as a teacher, performer, translator and interpreter in both China and the 

US.  She served as the President of the English Drama Society at her Alma Mater—Xiamen University 

from 2008 to 2009.  She served as Secretary from 2011 to 2012 for DTSA (Doctoral Theatre Students 

Association) of the Theatre Program at CUNY Graduate Center.  She has helped organize various 

conferences and events that took place at CUNY Graduate Center.  She would be thrilled to serve as the 

Graduate Student Representative for her favorite conference for the next three years.  

A 
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 AAP ADDRESSES & INFORMATION 
 

FFICERS AND EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS 
The following members of the Board of Directors are elected by the general membership for the 

terms listed. Terms begin after the AAP Conference of the first year listed. 

OFFICERS 
President (2011-2013) 
Siyuan Liu 

University of British Columbia 

liu44@mail.ubc.ca 

 

Vice President/ATHE Conference Planner  

(2012-2014) 

Khai Thu Nguyen 

University of California, Berkeley 

khaithu@gmail.com 

 

Vice President/AAP Conference Planner  

(2012-2014) 

David Jortner 

Baylor University 

David_Jortner@baylor.edu 

 

 

 

Secretary/Treasurer (2010-2012; 2012-2014) 

Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. 

Loyola Marymount University 

kwetmore@lmu.edu 

 

Membership & Outreach Coordinator  

(2011-2013) 

Jennifer Goodlander 

Univeristy of Kentucky 

jenngoodlander@yahoo.com 

 

Graduate Student Representative (2012-1014) 

Arnab Banerji 

Unversity of Georgia 

arnab09@uga.edu 

 

Graduate Student Representative (2011-13) 

Boris Daussa Pastor 

CUNY, The Graduate Center 

boris@lacalba.com  

John B. Weinstein, President Emeritus 
Bard College at Simon’s Rock 

jweinste@simons-rock.edu

The following members of the Board of Directors are appointed by the Board, with acclimation from the 

membership, to open-ended terms: 

EDITORS 
Kathy Foley, Asian Theatre Journal  
Univ. of California, Santa Cruz 

Theatre Arts Center, 1156 High Street 

Santa Cruz, CA 95064 

H:(408) 475-2809;    O:(408) 459-4189 

Fax:(408) 459-3552   kfoley@cats.ucsc.edu 

 

Carol Fisher Sorgenfrei, Newsletter 

UCLA Department of Theatre 

102 E. Melnitz Hall, Box 951622 

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1622 

H: (909) 624-4392; O: (310) 825-7009    

Fax:(310) 825-3383   csorgenfrei2@aol.com 
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David Mason, Webmaster/Information 

Technology Coordinator/AAP Online Editor 

Dept. of Theatre, Rhodes College 

2000 North Parkway, Memphis, TN 38112 

masond@rhodes.edu

 

 

 

AP MEMBERSHIP (Join now or renew by Jan. 31)  
AAP is a Focus Group of the (Association for Theatre in Higher Education). AAP retains its own 

dues, which are separate from and in addition to any dues you may pay to ATHE.  We currently 

hold our annual conference the day before ATHE, and we regularly co-sponsor conference events 

and panels with other focus groups. Please check off AAP as one of your focus groups with ATHE renewal. 

Please renew prior to Jan. 31 to ensure no disruption in your ATJ subscription.  

 AAP membership fee includes a subscription to Asian Theatre Journal, AAP Newsletter, AAP 

Membership Directory, and occasional other goodies as available. To find out about the benefits of 

becoming a member, please check out our website at http://www.yavanika.org/ online/  or email 

Kevin Wetmore: kwetmore@lmu.edu  Membership is for the calendar year, Jan. 1-Dec. 31. 

Currently, new renewals will be able to get the most recent back issue of ATJ and the Newsletter.  

However, ATJ sets its own policy, so check with Secretary/Treasurer Kevin Wetmore for the most recent 

information. 

 

Return the following form with a check made payable to "Association for Asian Performance" 

to: AAP  c/o Kevin J. Wetmore, Secretary/Treasurer, Dept. of Theater Arts, Loyola Marymount 

University, 311 Foley Theatre, 1 LMU Drive, MS 8210, Los Angeles, CA 90045-2659 

 

AAP MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND RENEWAL FORM 
Type of membership (check one): Regular $40____   Student $25____    Retiree $25____ 

 

Name:  (last, first & middle):_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Institutional affiliation____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Mailing address for AAP Newsletter_________________________________________________________ 

 check here____ if you DON’T want the Newsletter mailed (ie, ONLY want on-line version)  

 

Alternative Address:_____________________________________________________________________  

 

Home phone: _________________ Office phone:____________________  Fax: _____________________ 

 

Email: ___________________________________________Area(s) of interest_______________________ 
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